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Self-organized oscillations of strongly coupled dust Coulomb clusters in plasma traps
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The self-organized oscillation of a strongly coupled dust Coulomb cluster with an elongated cross section in
a weakly ionized rectangular plasma trap is investigated. Through an inverse supercritical bifurcation at the
low rf power end, a low-frequency~about 5 Hz! limit cycle oscillation of the whole cluster associated with the
intracluster compressional lattice wave and phase-locked oscillation of the glow intensity distribution is ob-
served. It is caused by the interplay of the dust motion and the shrinking and expanding of the confining dark
space.

PACS number~s!: 52.90.1z, 05.45.2a, 73.23.2b
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Self-organized coherent structures and oscillations exis
various nonlinear dissipative extended systems under a
tinuous input of energy to overcome dissipation@1#. The par-
tially ionized glow discharge consisting of electrons, ion
and neutrals under a constant supply of discharge powe
one of the good examples. The ionization, diffusion, a
other space-charge-induced transport lead to various inte
ing self-organized coherent phenomena@2–6#. In this work,
we report an experimental observation of the autonom
limit cycle oscillation in a different mesocopic dusty plasm
system. The system consists of a strongly coupled small
Coulomb cluster suspended in a rectangular rf plasma tr

Recently, the formation of dust Coulomb clusters up to
few hundred dust particles has been demonstrated ex
mentally@7#. In a small rf glow discharge trap, the dust pa
ticles are charged and confined in the center glow reg
with a quite uniform plasma density, which is surrounded
the dark space~sheath! region with strong outward space
charge field adjacent to the wall of the small confinem
cell @7#. The negatively charged dust particles (;104 elec-
trons permm-sized dust particle! form a strongly coupled
system@8#. Namely, the dust Coulomb cluster is the sm
dust particle number limit of the large volume Coulom
crystals and liquids studied recently in dusty plasma syst
@9,10#. From the condensed-matter physics point of view
provides a good opportunity to test the generic microsco
structure and dynamical behaviors of the finite-body Wig
crystals or liquids@11#. On the other hand, dust particles
this mesoscopic system do not only interact with each o
in a frozen confining background as proposed in many C
lomb cluster models@11#. The interplay with the backgroun
plasma could lead to interesting self-organized collective
citations.

In the past few years, self-organized excitations have b
observed in several large volume dusty plasma systems.
example, a low-frequency~12 Hz! macroscopic mode with
wavelength about 0.5 cm was reported in our stron
coupled rf discharge system@12#. A low-frequency wave
with similar frequency~15 Hz! and wavelength~0.6 cm! was
observed in the plasma column near the anode disk o
Q-machine with 5-mm dust particles@13#. It was suggested
that the fluctuations were a dust acoustic mode. Another
cent experiment with 0.1-mm dust particles in an rf discharg
system demonstrated the formation of the low-frequency~10
Hz! macroscopic filamentary mode and great void mo
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~4!/5667~5!/$15.00
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@14#. The dust acoustic wave and the ionization wave ha
been suggested to interpret these two modes, respective
addition, ion flow has been used to interpret the cause
driving oscillations, especially around the sheath reg
where the flow is strong@15#.

In a weakly ionized steady-state rf discharge system, e
trons and ions are constantly generated through ionization
electrons which mainly gain energy from the external
power source. Since the electron mobility is higher than
ion, an outward dc space-charge field in the dark sp
~sheath! surrounding the glow is induced. It balances t
rates of electron and ion losses to the wall, and reaches
steady-state condition@16#. The sheath thickness decreas
with increasing electron density and electric field. The unf
zen ionization process is quite similar to the reaction in
chemical system and is controlled by the electron density
energy@5#. It plays a positive feedback for varying electro
density and sheath thickness, and is responsible for gen
ing self-organized waves and patterns in many dust-f
glow discharge systems@3–6#.

In our experiment, dust particles are negatively charg
and suspended in the glow region. The small cluster ha
large surface surrounded by the dark space which has st
electric field and nonuniform electron density distributio
The presence of particles alters the background plasma p
erties through Coulomb interaction~e.g., electron expelling!
and charging-discharging@7#, especially when charge fluc
tuations on dust particles are allowed@17,18#. New collective
modes with a slow time scale involving dust motions a
expected. In addition to the ion flow effect mentioned abo
the unfrozen ionization could also be a possible feedb
channel to pump energy from the external rf power sour
enhance plasma density and sheath thickness fluctuat
and excite new collective modes. In this work, through tu
ing the control parameter to a proper window, a supercriti
bifurcation to the state with a few Hz phase-locked lim
cycle collective oscillations~about the same as the du
plasma frequency! of the cigar-shaped cluster along the m
jor axis of the rectangular confining cell is observed. T
oscillation is accompanied by a phase-locked oscillation
plasma emission intensity distribution and a longitudin
acoustic wave traveling along the major axis of the clust

The experiment is conducted in a cylindrical rf glow di
charge system with 9-cm diameter and 4.5-cm height.
stead of the small circular confinement cell for the circu
5667 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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clusters in our previous experiment@10#, a rectangular con-
fining cell with 14.5-mm width, 30-mm length, and 14-m
height is placed at the center of the bottom electrode sur
for confining the elongated cluster. Sevenmm diameter poly-
styrene particles are dropped into the weakly ionized g
discharge (ni;109 cm23) generated in 250 mTorr Ar usin
a 14-MHz rf power system. The rf power system consists
a power amplifier with 50-dB gain, which is driven by
function generator operated at 14 MHz. The output am
tudeVrf of the function generator can be digitally controlle
~rf power }Vrf

2). Decreasing the rf power increases the da
space thickness surrounding the uniform glow, where
strong outward space-charge field can be supported to
fine dust particles with 330-mm interparticle spacing in the
center cigar-shaped glow region. Vertically, particles stay
the lower part of the glow. It forms a virtual cathode a
induces strong vertical ion winds which vertically align th
dusts through the induced dipole-dipole interactions. It
ables the convenient viewing of the dust motion on the h
zontal plane through an optical microscope connected to
digital video system with a 30-Hz frame rate.

In our experiment, the glow is first loaded with dust pa
ticles at a few watt rf power. As the rf power gradual
decreases, the dark space thickness gradually increas
decreases the horizontal cross section of the glow wh
dusts are confined. The micrograph in Fig. 1~a! shows a
snapshot of the top view particle image in the horizon
plane right before the onset of the cluster oscillation atVrf
573.05 mV. The cluster has an elongated shape and
the cold liquid state with slightly disordered triangular pac
ing. Most of the particles have six nearest neighbors in
horizontal plane. The plasma emission intensity@see the
emission contours in Fig. 2~a!# gradually diminishes from the
cluster boundary toward the confining cell. The intensity
the emission from the electron impact excited atoms
roughly proportional to the local electron density. The sha
of the cluster and the emission intensity contours in Fi
1~a! and 2~a! show good mirror symmetry with respect to th
two axes of the rectangular confining cell. AsVrf decreases
further, the whole cluster starts to oscillate left and rig
collectively, through an inverse supercritical bifurcation pr
cess. Figure 1~b! shows the sequential snapshots of the cl
ter oscillation in about one oscillation cycle atVrf
572.70 mV. The glow intensity distribution@Fig. 2~b!# no
longer has the reflection symmetry. It also oscillates b
and forth along the major axis and phase-leads the clu
oscillation. The higher-intensity side is always accompan
by a thinner dark space.

The upper two sets of curves in Fig. 3~a! show the typical
wave forms of the emission intensityI r ,l taken from the two
points each with 1 mm31 mm area located at67 mm,
respectively, along the major axis from the center of
confining cell @marked by pointA and B in Fig. 2~a!# at
different Vrf . The associated lower two sets of curves w
more scattered data points correspond to the evolution o
locationsXr ,l of the rightmost and the leftmost edges of t
cluster taken from each image frame. The higher~lower!
emission intensity corresponds to the higher~lower! electron
density in the narrower~wider! dark space. Note that th
instrumentation errors forI r ,l and Xr ,l are 2% of the oscil-
lating amplitude and 0.1 mm, respectively. In order to see
ce
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FIG. 1. ~a! The top view of the cluster illuminated by a horizon
tal laser sheet before the onset of the autonomous oscillatio
Vrf573.05 mV. The surrounding region shows the symme
glow. ~b! The sequential snapshots with 30 Hz sampling rate and
msec exposure time show the typical oscillation of the cluster a
ciated with the intracluster compressional wave and the phase-
oscillation of the glow atVrf572.70 mV. The vertical lines are
used as guiding references to illustrate the cluster oscillation.
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PRE 62 5669SELF-ORGANIZED OSCILLATIONS OF STRONGLY . . .
detailed structure of the wave form from the data under
low sampling rate~30 Hz, i.e., about six points per oscilla
tion cycle!, each wave form is reconstructed. We reset
time tn 5 nDt for frame n in each time series~with 1000
points! throughtn8 5 tn2NT such that 0,tn8,3T. Dt5 1

30 s
andN is a varying integer.T is the oscillation period which
can be obtained by slowly scanning it until all the data poi

FIG. 2. ~a! The snapshot showing the contours of the emiss
intensity distribution and the relative position of the cluster~the
gray area! before the oscillation atVrf573.05 mV. ~b! The two
typical snapshots corresponding to the pictures shown at 0 and
s, respectively, in Fig. 1~b!, when the cluster oscillates to the righ
most and the leftmost ends. The motion of the cluster to one
causes the expansion of the dark space around that end.
e

e

s

of I r ,l converge on a simple periodic wave form. The sm
scattering of the data points ofI r ,l indicates that the intensity
oscillations have stable amplitude and frequency. The os
lations of I r and I l are 180° out of phase.Xr ,l also show
phase-locked periodic oscillation with respect toI r ,l . For
example,Xr decreases~the cluster moves leftward! after I r

decreases~the right dark space expands!. In Fig. 1 ~e.g., the
fourth picture!, the particle speeds~i.e., } length of the tra-
jectory! are modulated through the cluster. It manifests
long-wavelength compressional wave associated with the
cillation of the center of mass of the cluster. The data poi
of Xr ,l are more scattered than those ofI r ,l , due to the com-
plication by the compressional wave.

The wave form and the frequency of the limit cycle osc
lation change with the decreasing rf power. Right after
onset of the oscillation (Vrf572.70 mV), there is a 5.28-Hz
peak in the power spectrum@Fig. 3~b!#. As Vrf decreases to
71.30 mV, the amplitude increases. The frequency also
creases to 5.38 Hz@Fig. 3~b!#. The wave forms become mor
nonsinusoidal and the corresponding phase portraits c
structed from the delayed time series ofI r(tn) shown in Fig.
4~a! also become less symmetric due to the more nonlin
motion @19#. Figure 4~b! shows the bifurcation diagram. Th
motion also causes the breaking of the mirror symmetry
the cluster shape about the short axis. For example, pus
and pulling by the expanding and shrinking dark space
make the leading side of the cluster fatter than the oppo
side.

Our system belongs to the general category of the n
equilibrium steady-state nonlinear systems. The s
organized limit-cycle-type oscillation usually occurs throu
bifurcation when the feedback with proper phase a
strength can overcome the system damping. Our negati
charged dust cluster is confined by the space-charged
adjacent to the confining trap. In a frozen space-charge b
ground without feedback and nonlinear processes, a
turbed cluster should return to its center equilibrium posit
through the damped oscillation at dust plasma freque
~damped by the neutral gas through friction!. In our system,
the electron-ion generation, transport, and loss processe
not frozen. They could be the possible sources for feed
energy and driving the oscillation. The ion flow toward th
sheath has been proposed to be the mechanism for dri
the particle motion around the sheath area in other prev

n
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d
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FIG. 3. ~a! Upper two sets of curves: the reconstructed wave forms of the glow intensityI r ,l taken from the two points located at67 mm

from the center of the rectangular cell along thex axis at differentVrf . Lower two sets of curves: the reconstructed wave forms of the
edge positionsXr ,l of the cluster.~b! The power spectra ofI r at the correspondingVr f .
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FIG. 4. ~a! The reconstructed
phase portraits from the delaye
time series ofI r(tn) with 1

30 sec
delay time at differentVrf starting
from Vrf573.05 for the fixed
point and then changing with
DVrf520.35 mV for the succes-
sive limit cycles.~b! The bifurca-
tion diagram constructed from
I rm , the maximum and the mini-
mum values ofI r(tn) series, asVrf
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works @15#. Note that the wave observed in Barken’s expe
ment also propagated along the cathode-anode axis a
which ions and electrons flow@13#. However, in our system
the negatively charged dust particles stay in the lower par
the glow under the gravitational force. They form a virtu
cathode and attract large vertical ion flow. Ions are mai
flowing vertically downward instead of horizontally. This
evidenced by the vertical alignment of particles induced
der the ion flow even when the cluster is under horizon
oscillation. In certain other control parameter windows,
vertical ion flow can indeed induce the vertical oscillation
particles in the lower part of the vertical chains. Neverth
less, it seems that the small horizontal ion flow cannot b
major source for driving the observed horizontal oscillati
of the entire cluster.

We would like therefore to propose a mechanism to
plain the observed phenomena. The expanding and shrin
sheath under the uneven distribution of rf power may b
more proper source to drive the cluster oscillation. T
sheath has a nonuniform electron density distribution.
proposed by Nitteret al. @20#, the charging on dust particle
which move into and out of the sheath could lead to coll
tive particle motion. Nunomuraet al. used a similar idea
with delayed charging and extra neutral gas friction to
plain the observed particle oscillation@21#. In our system, the
instability occurs at very low rf power where the plasm
density is low and very sensitive to the dust density distri
tion. The observed variation of the emission intensity dis
bution manifests the phase-locked variation of electron d
sity distribution associated with cluster motion. When t
cluster moves toward one end under a small perturbation
negatively charged dust particles will change the local e
tron density through sinking or expelling electrons. The si
ation is reversed at the opposite end. The total input rf po
is fixed but could be unevenly distributed depending on
local electron density. Lower~higher! rf power is distributed
in the end region with lower~higher! electron density to
generate lower~higher! ionization. This feedback further en
hances the decrease of electron density and the expan
~shrinking! of the dark space where the space-charge fiel
weak~strong!. It causes the effective pushing and pulling
the cluster by the dark spaces at the two ends, respecti
The situation is reversed when the cluster overshoots to
opposite end due to its large inertia. It leads to the limit cy
oscillation of the cluster if a proper feedback phase
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reached. At the low rf power end, the ionization degree
very low. The rf power distribution is more sensitive to th
electron density distribution. Therefore, the oscillation ha
larger amplitude as rf power decreases. Our system is sim
to a damped particle oscillating in a confining well whic
also rocks at a frequency locked with particle oscillation a
gains energy from the external power source.

The finite-body cluster has a finite number of degrees
freedom. The liquid state is not rigid and completely inco
pressible. The cluster rocking can drive a compressio
wave with wavelength about the same order as the clu
size, even though the compressional lattice wave is usu
damped in a dissipative dusty plasma system@22#. Namely, a
soft collective mode is excited and is associated with
motion of the center of mass of the cluster.

In our system, the dust mass is 1.9310213 kg and the
dust density is 331010 m23. The force of gravity on each
particle is 1.9310212 N. Given a plasma potential of 20 V
and a sheath thickness of 6 mm, the averaged electric fie
the sheath is 3000 V/m. It gives an upper bound about 4
e per dust to float the dust particle, since dust particles s
inside the sheath region where the electric field is stron
than the averaged field. If we assume the cluster oscilla
frequency is close to the dust plasma frequency, the 5
frequency givesQ;1400 e. It falls in the right range of the
dust charges estimated above. Certainly, a more rigor
theory is needed for the observed phenomena. The var
processes such as dust charging-discharging, the impa
dust particles on the background plasma density distribu
coupled with the unfrozen ionization process, the spa
temporal variation of plasma sheath, particle transports, e
should be considered.

In conclusion, we have observed the formation of the s
organized limit cycle oscillation of a small elongated clus
in a rectangular plasma trap through an inverse bifurcation
the rf power decreases. The interplay between the clus
and the background plasma leads to the phased-locked o
lation of the sheath width and revives the damped clus
oscillation around the dust plasma frequency. The dark sp
forcing also induces the compressional-type lattice wave
the cluster.

This research was supported by the National Scie
Council of the Republic of China under Contract No. NS
88-2112-M008-008.
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